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Abstract
Sasang constitutional medicine (SCM) is unique in oriental medicine’s history.
Traditional oriental medicine was established mainly under the influence of Taoism,
while the ideological basis of SCM is Confucianism. In SCM, existing oriental
medicine is disguised as Confucianism.
Accordingly, Sasang philosophy, the philosophical background of SCM, is
composed of Neo-Confucian metaphysics or primitive Confucian content. So SCM
is derived from traditional oriental medicine, and Sasang philosophy is derived from
Neo-Confucian metaphysics (primitive Confucianism).
SCM, existing oriental medicine, Sasang philosophy, and traditional
Confucianism all naturally differ from one another. If traditional Chinese medicine
(TCM) consists of Taoism (A) and medicine (B), then SCM consists of medicine
(B) and Confucianism (C). To compare the two or find differences in their content,
the B in SCM should be explained as the B in existing Chinese medicine (B in
SCM≒B in TCM). In other words, it is difficult to compare the B of conventional
Chinese medicine with the C of SCM (B≠C), so the gap between them becomes
larger. In addition, the comparison between the A in TCM and the C in SCM is
unjust (A≠C) and thus we naturally conclude that they are essentially different. Of
course, one can mention A or C together while discussing B, due to the necessity
of examining the theoretical or ideological change process. However, if one talks
about the B in SCM and the A or C while ignoring the B of existing Chinese
medicine, one will reach the wrong conclusion.
SCM researchers compare Sasang philosophy with TCM and SCM with
Confucianism. Thus, the gap between the comparative objects grows, and the
conclusion that SCM is “fundamentally” different from existing Chinese medicine
(or Neo-Confucianism) is drawn.
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This paper focuses on correcting errors in SCM research caused by the
specificity of SCM’s philosophical background, and revealing the merits of SCM
compared with existing TCM.
Keywords: Yi Je-ma, traditional Chinese medicine, Sasang constitutional medicine,
Sasang philosophy, Neo-Confucianism
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1. Introduction
At the end of the Joseon dynasty (1392-1910), Dr. Yi Je-ma 李濟馬
(1837-1900) invented Sasang1 constitutional medicine (SCM). In 1894, he
wrote the Dongui susebowon 東醫壽世保元 (Longevity and Life Preservation
in Eastern Medicine), the foundational text of SCM.2 Another important,
relevant text is the Gyeokchigo 格致藁 (Manuscript of Science).
Its significance lies in the fact that, like Dongui susebowon, Gyeokchigo
contains Confucian thought, primarily within a chapter entitled “Yuryak” 儒
略 (Summary of Confucianism).3
We should pay attention to the following point: although Dr. Yi Je-ma
was a medical doctor, he was fundamentally a Confucian scholar. To be
precise, Dr. Yi was originally a Confucian scholar, not a doctor. As a
Confucianist and medical scholar, Dr. Yi rebelled against the rampant abuse
of Neo-Confucianism and created his own Sasang philosophy based on the
ideals of Reformed Confucianism.
Syndrome medicine, generally called “traditional Chinese medicine”
(TCM), is based on the theories of Taoism whereas in contrast, SCM was
created from Dr. Yi’s research on Confucianism. SCM is based on the
principle of “cultivating oneself and providing service to others” in
Confucianism. The principle of “cultivating oneself” develops into the
“constitutional self-rectification” of SCM.
Thus, the two basic practices of Confucianism are self-cultivation and
providing service to others. These teachings are mentioned in the books
Zhongyong 中庸 (Doctrine of the Mean) and Daxue 大學 (Great Learning).
1

2
3

The word Sasang 四象 refers to taeyang 太陽 (Big Yang), soyang 少陽 (Little Yang), taeeum
太陰 (Big Yin), and soeum 少陰 (Little Yin). It comes from the Zhouyi 周易 (I Ching 易經,
Changes of the Zhou). However, it is used with an extended meaning in Yi Je-ma’s Sasang
Theory. It is reinterpreted as “sa 事 (activity), sim 心 (mind), sin 身 (body), and mul 物
(matter).” He could interpret the world using these four categories.
Dongui susebowon was completed by Yi Je-ma in 1894. This is the bible of SCM, and
all of the basic principles of SCM are based on this text.
Yi Je-ma began his philosophical book, Gyeokchigo, when he was 45 years old. Ten years
later, he completed the chapter called “Yuryak.” At the age of 47, he wrote another chapter
called “Dokhaengpyeon” 獨行篇 (Self-Cultivation) which contains a methodology on how
to know others. The Gyeokchigo was completed in 1893 after 14 years of work and is
comprised of 3 chapters: “Yuryak,” “Banseongjam” 反誠箴 (Cautions on Insincerity), and
“Dokhaengpyeon.”
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In other words, this philosophy is based on the spirit of “self-cultivation and
governing others” (xiuji zhiren 修己治人) which came from the reinterpretation
of original Confucianism. Therefore, SCM stems from the idea of cultivating
one’s mind and body to follow in the spirit of Confucianism.
To understand SCM, one must understand its philosophical basis. In
fact, Sasang medical theory arose from Sasang philosophy. The original
intention of Dr. Yi was to develop Sasang philosophy rather than SCM.
Thus, Sasang constitutional theory has an ideological background (i.e.,
Confucianism) that differs from the existing TCM, and this point should not
be overlooked in the method of study as it is difficult to compare Sasang
philosophy based on Confucianism with the existing TCM. As mentioned,
TCM is based on the theories of Taoism.
However, existing studies have overlooked this point and instead
highlighted the fact that Sasang philosophy has a unique characteristic
compared to TCM, which is based on Taoism. In this paper, I will try to
make a reasonable comparison between the existing TCM and SCM, as well
as between traditional Confucianism and Sasang philosophy.

2. Confucian Background of Sasang Philosophy
As mentioned in the introduction, two of Dr. Yi’s major books are Dongui
susebowon and Gyeokchigo, and these books are based on Confucian thought.
In fact, there is even a chapter entitled “Yuryak” in Gyeokchigo. Yi regarded
the summarization of Confucianism as part of the “sa 事 (activity), sim 心
(mind), sin 身 (body), and mul 物 (matter)” theory, and continued to apply
it in the “Banseongjam” (Cautions on Insincerity) part of Gyeokchigo.
This is usually described as follows: “Sa are events that occur in
human society, sim is the basis for controlling greed and the nature and
the feelings, sin is the body, and mul are all the objects except me.”4 He
thought that the world could be classified, understood, and interpreted using
these four categories.
Therefore, the quaternary structure of SCM appears as a concept of “sa,
sim, sin, and mul” that is consistently applied in Gyeokchigo, which can be
found in the Zhongyong. It says the following:
4

Jeonguk Hanuigwa Daehak Sasang Uihak Gyosil, Sasang uihak, 41; Heo, “Dongmu Yi
Je-ma-ui sasangseol-gwa Ken Wilber-ui sasanghak ilgochal,” 421.
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Only the person who is very sincere in the world will fulfill his character.
If I can satisfy my character, another person can satisfy his character. If
you do the character of another person, you will fulfill the character of
the matter. If he will fulfill the character of the matter, he will fulfill the
character of things. And if he does everything he does, it helps to cultivate
the heavens and the Earth. If he helps to cultivate the heaven and Earth,
he will be equal to heaven and Earth.5

In other words, the view that Dr. Yi stuck to the four categories of
the “Yuryak” in Gyeokchigo as an attempt to interpret the world is based
on the Zhongyong.6 Confucianism teaches that heaven bestows upon human
beings their nature. The first chapter of the Zhongyong states: “That which
is bestowed by heaven to human beings is called xing 性 (nature); acting
in accordance with this xing is called dao 道 (the Way); and the cultivation
of dao is called jiao 敎 (teaching).”7 However, in the case of “sa, sim, sin,
and mul” which is consistently applied in Gyeokchigo, it turns into “tian
天 (heaven), ren 人 (human beings), xing 性 (nature), ming 命 (destiny)”
in Dongui susebowon. In the end, Dr. Yi’s ideas on the structure of the Four
Elements based on the Zhongyong are very evident in his books.8
Unlike the modern Western worldview, which presupposes the dual
separation of mind and matter, the worldview of Confucianism is based on
the fundamental identity of the mind, the object, the inner world, and the
outer world. Confucianism holds an anthropocentric viewpoint from the
perspective of nature and human beings. One thing to note is that there is
a human being at the center of the viewpoint of the universe, nature, and
society. This tells us that we grasp nature through a “human subjective
attitude,” and not as human beings who are bound by the laws of nature
in space as in Taoism or the Huangdi neijing 黃帝內經 (The Yellow
Emperor’s Manual of Corporeal Medicine).9
At the same time, what is directly mentioned as the theoretical basis of
SCM is the Mengzi 孟子 (Works of Mengzi), as well as the Zhongyong. First
of all, Dr. Yi established his own philosophical system by studying the classics,
especially the Mengzi; in fact, his philosophy was inherited from the Mengzi.
5
6
7
8
9

Zhongyong 8.22: “惟天下至誠, 爲能盡其性, 能盡其性, 則能盡人之性; 能盡人之性, 則能盡物之
性, 能盡物之性, 則可以贊天地之化育, 可以贊天地之化育, 則可以與天地參矣.”
Heo, Dongmu Yi Je-ma-ui cheolhak sasang, 48.
Zhongyong 8.1: “天命之謂性, 率性之謂道, 脩道之謂敎.”
Heo, Dongmu Yi Je-ma-ui cheolhak sasang, 49.
Heo, Dongmu Yi Je-ma-ui cheolhak sasang, 49-50.
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His rationale was found to have been taken from the Mengzi, including
“Seongmyeongnon” 性命論 (A Discourse on Nature and Order), “Sadannon” 四
端論 (A Discourse on the Four Principles), and “Hwakchungnon” 擴充論 (A
Discourse on the Establishment and Supplement) which appeared in the formation
of Dongui susebowon. In the “Yuryak” in Gyeokchigo, there is an old phrase
that evidences Dr. Yi’s enthusiasm for the sadan 四端 (four moral sprouts):
Mengzi said, a man’s siduan are like a man’s limbs. To say that you cannot
do it yourself with four moral sprouts is hurting yourself. “Said ‘That is
not true.’”10

Drawing on the ideologies of Kongzi and Mengzi, Dr. Yi developed
his ideas based on the new explanation of Chinese classics. Sasang
constitutional theory is based on the Mengzi.11 Dr. Yi held Mengzi in the
highest esteem.
The terms that appear in Dongui susebowon such as “Sadannon” and
“Hwakchungnon,” the four original natures—ren 仁 (benevolence), yi 義
(righteousness), li 禮 (propriety), and zhi 智 (wisdom)—, and the four
feelings—ai 哀 (sorrow), nu 怒 (anger), xi 喜 (joy), and le 樂 (pleasure)—,
all originated from Mengzi. Dr. Yi specifically mentioned the meaning of
the Sasang theory (four principles, four natures, and four feelings), which
is linked to physiology and pathology.
It is therefore understandable why SCM is called Four Principles
medicine.12 The ultimate goal of Gyeokchigo, which can be called a moral
book—and of course Dongui susebowon, which is Dr. Yi’s representative
work—is the realization of Kongzi’s world, or the way of the true king.13
The mind of a sage is said to exist without desire.14 However, the
absence of desire does not imply the jimie 寂滅 (state of nothingness) or
enlightenment that was achieved by Laozi or Buddha. Rather, it means that
10
11
12

13
14

Yi, “Yuryak,” in Gyeokchigo, 1:2: “孟子曰, 人之有四端, 猶其有四體也. 有是四端而自謂不能
者, 自賊者也. 不其丁寧之乎?”
Heo, “Dongmu Yi Je-ma-ui seonjin yuhak jeongsin,” 112.
Song, An Introduction to Sasang Constitutional Medicine, 110. Song ll-byung translated
and published the Korean book Algi swiun sasang uihak as an English book called An
Introduction to Sasang Constitutional Medicine.
Heo, “Dongmu Yi Je-ma-ui seonjin yuhak jeongsin,” 90.
Yi Je-ma defined human desires by classifying them using the Confucian theory of junzi
君子 (gentleman) and xiaoren 小人 (commoner). For example, Mengzi said “biased words,”
“vulgar words,” “lewd words” and “evasive words” as well as the “angry mind,” “fearful
mind,” “pleasure-loving mind” and “anxious mind.”
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the sage is deeply concerned about the chaos of the world, and so there
is no time for selfish desires. Thus, the sage learns xue bu yan 學不厭
(without losing his thirst for knowledge), and jiao bu juan 敎不倦 (teaches
without tiring), which indicates that the sage has no desires. If even the
slightest selfish desire exists in the mind, it cannot be the same mind as
the sage kings Yao 堯 and Shun 舜. If the mind, even for a moment, has
no concern for the world, it is not as the mind of Kongzi or Mengzi.15
As mentioned, a mind without desires does not mean that there is a
complete absence of desires, as is the case in the state of nothingness or
enlightenment that was achieved by Laozi or Buddha; a mind without desire
is not the goal of Buddhism or Taoism, but the goal of Confucianism. It
means a state of mind in which one constantly worries whether or not the
world is being governed with compassion, which leaves no room for selfish
desires. In other words, SCM is not Buddha’s Buddhism or Laozi’s Taoism:
it is Confucianism.
Dr. Yi viewed health as a state of mind in which there are wuyu 無慾
(no desires). Based on the practical spirit of Confucianism, he regarded
human beings as active and self-regulating beings who emphasize the zexin
zeqi 責心 責氣 (rebuking of their minds and bodies). This can be achieved
by overcoming the desires of the mind.16 This was practiced by King Yao,
King Shun, Kongzi, and Mengzi, and is what Dr. Yi refers to as a state
of health. What it emphasizes is an extremely unselfish state of mind that
is acquired through selfish desires, like the benevolent and altruistic spirit
of “learning without losing your thirst for knowledge and teaching without
being tired.”
Only in the world can we be very true and true and there must be no
lies to fulfill the nature, and after that, we can know the truth and lies
of others. King Yao, King Shun, Kongzi and Mengzi, and various saints
did this.17

Mengzi’s principle—that is, zhixin zhengji 治心正己 (regulating the mind
to rectify oneself)—is the background of Sasang philosophy, embodied in
aspects such as the “spirit of self-reflection,” “spirit of self-rectification” and
15
16
17

Yi, “Sadannon” 四端論 (A Discourse on the Four Principles), in Dongui susebowon, 8-9.
Song, An Introduction to Sasang Constitutional Medicine, 187.
Yi, “Dokhaengpyeon” 獨行篇 (Self-Cultivation), in Gyeokchigo, 3:58: “盖己誠未盡, 則人僞難
悉, 己僞猶存, 則人誠亦疑. 惟天下至誠不僞, 能盡其性者然後, 可以悉人之誠僞. 如此者, 堯舜也.
孔孟也. 衆聖也.”
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“redemption from the self-indulgent mind.” The sage is the ideal figure, and
the ordinary person aspires to become the ideal. Yi described King Yao and
King Shun as ideal figures for humanity and stated that the highest goal of
human beings is to become sages like these two kings.
It has been said that Sasang philosophy, the cornerstone of SCM, is
the epitome of Reformed Confucianism. The fundamental concept and
ultimate goal of SCM is to cultivate the mind in order to achieve the proper
balance of mind and body, which will lead to good health and longevity.

3. The Difference between Traditional Oriental Medicine Theory and
Sasang Constitutional Medicine
TCM originated from the Huangdi neijing according to the tradition of the
Huang-Lao 黃老 (Yellow Emperor and Laozi) sect. SCM is a new and
original theory developed by analyzing and researching the Lingshu 靈樞
(spiritual, vital Axis)18 of the Huangdi neijing. SCM is based on
Confucianism rather than on the Taoism of the Huang-Lao school. This is
the significance of SCM:
I was born after the beginning of the history of medicine and a thousand
years later, I read the book of a saint and by chance realized internal organs
and the reason for the nature of a constitutional person. And I wrote one
book and named it Susebowon.19

Dongui susebowon is very different from the Huangdi neijing from
the field of Chinese medicine. There are “taeeum, soeum, taeyang, soyang,
and the ohaengin 五行人 (man with five elements)” on the side of the
Lingshu of the Huangdi neijing. In that book, there is a story about
approximate appearance, but there is no mention of logic. The views on
taeeum, soeum, taeyang, and soyang were very ancient, but they were not
studied precisely.20
18

19
20

Chapter 72 of the Lingshu of the Huangdi neijing references the Theory of the Five Body
Types. These five body types are taeeumin 太陰人 (Big Yin man), soeumin 少陰人 (Little
Yin man), taeyangin 太陽人 (Big Yang man), soyangin 少陽人 (Little Yang man), and
eumyang hwapyeong-ji in 陰陽和平之人 (the yin-yang harmonized person).
Yi, Dongui susebowon, 2:26.
Yi, Dongui susebowon, 4:141: “靈樞書中, 有太少陰陽五行論, 而略得外形未得臟理. 蓋太少陰
陽人, 早有古昔之見, 而未盡精究也.”
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Within Dr. Yi’s philosophical system, he questioned the way people
lived and accomplished their goals in life following the practical ethics of
Confucianism and extended the idea of Reformed Confucianism. This was
not only a matter of mind but also of body. Accordingly, it developed into
a question of conflict between the mind and body (mental and physical
conflicts) and finally led to serious diseases. These ideas led to the formation
of SCM.
Dr. Yi studied the classifications of the five constitutions written in the
Huangdi neijing, and then added his own interpretations and revisions. He
said, “I was referencing the old writings of Eastern medicine which
originated over five thousand years ago, and was able to discover the
physiological characteristics of the internal organs of the four constitutions
by chance.”21
Scholars of different disciplines differ in their views on the concept of
constitution. Constitution is defined as follows: “The function is connected
to the form, and the forming element of the genetic constitution and the
living environment element are formed in harmony.”22
Dr. Yi classified the sasangin 四象人 (constitutional types of human
beings) into taeyangin, taeeumin, soyangin, and soeumin.23 Following this, he
researched physiology, pathology, treatment methods, and health cultivation
for each constitution. There are three very important factors that distinguish
the constitution in SCM: external appearance, mental characteristics, and
disease symptoms.
On the other hand, the theory of liu jing bing 六經病 (Six Channel
Disease) of Zhang Zhongjing’s 張仲景 (150-219) Shanghanlun 傷寒論
(Discourse on Cold Damage Disorders) came from the perspective of
syndromes. The liu jing bing classifies diseases into san yang 三陽 and san
yin 三陰 categories, which are taiyang 太陽, shaoyang 少陽, yangming 陽明,
taiyin 太陰, shaoyin 少陰, and jueyin 厥陰. However, these are classifications
of diseases, not people.

21
22

23

Yi, Dongui susebowon, 2:26: “余, 生於醫藥經驗五千載後, 因前人之述, 偶得四象人臟腑性理,
著得一書, 名曰, 壽世保元.”
Lee, Taeyangin, soyangin, taeeumin, soeumin, 11. Lee Eui-ju translated and published the
Korean book Taeyangin, soyangin, taeeumin, soeumin as a Chinese book called Xiang
hanguoren yiyang baojian 像韩国人一样保健 (Chinese book title). The meaning of the title
is “Health Care Like Koreans.”
Yi Je-ma named the four Sasang constitutions taeyangin, soyangin, taeeumin, and soeumin
and explained their differences in the chapter “Sadannon” found in Dongui susebowon. Song,
An Introduction to Sasang Constitutional Medicine, 202.
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TCM is “syndrome medicine.” It treats disease through the methods of
tonification and sedation based on the principle of “supplementing the
righteous energy and eliminating pathogenic factors.” In contrast, SCM is
a method of self-cultivation of the “constitutional self-rectification” of the
Sasang constitutions.
In short, TCM is symptomatic medicine whereas SCM is constitutional
medicine. Before the development of the concept of the Sasang constitution,
both East and West were unsure about the concept of the constitution.
Consequently, much of constitutional theory was not practically applied to
treat diseases. Traditional Medicine focuses on such environmental factors
as stress and germs, while SCM focuses on hereditary factors.24
The Sasang constitutional theory of Dr. Yi Je-ma is arguably the most
comprehensive systematized constitutional theory in the world.25

In SCM, the sadan constitute the core medical theory.26 Yi saw humans
in the organic relation of the “sa, sim, sin, and mul.” Here, the body and
mind are identified as the counterparts of the object.27 The ultimate goa1
of SCM is to view the constitution using the philosophy of the “Golden
Mean” or “Middle Path” and to guide the inherently tilted prenatal body
to the “center” through postnatal efforts.28
The excellence of SCM as clinical medicine is as follows. First, it has
a rapid effect on acute disease. Second, fundamental treatment is possible.
Third, the treatment period is shortened. Fourth, there are no side effects
from drugs. Fifth, the time it takes to diagnose is reduced. Sixth, the aspect
of preventive medicine is excellent.29

24
25
26

27
28
29

Song, An Introduction to Sasang Constitutional Medicine, 236.
Song, An Introduction to Sasang Constitutional Medicine, 21.
Choi, Dongui susebowon yeokhae, 117-120. Choi claimed that “Yi Je-ma has a theoretical
basis for thought in Confucianism, but he explains humans from a completely different
perspective from traditional Confucianism. ‘Sadannon’ has also been developed in this
context.”
Song, An Introduction to Sasang Constitutional Medicine, 28.
Song, An Introduction to Sasang Constitutional Medicine, vi.
Noh and Akiko, Uri-ga jeongmal arayahal sasang uihak, 120-122. 17. Noh and Akiko stated
that “Not many people know the historical importance that SCM is a synthesis of oriental
medicine with 4,000-5,000 years of long history and tradition, and that it has led oriental
medicine to the front door of science and has pioneered unprecedented levels of medical
principles and coordinates.”
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4. The Peculiarity of Research Approaches to Sasang Philosophy
Western medicine, which was combined with philosophy until the end of
the eighteenth century in the course of the transition from classical medicine
to modern medicine, was the first to break with philosophy, although the
combination was never close.
However, human beings are made up of a combination of the body and
the mind, and the medical science treating them must ultimately encompass
not only the human body but also the mind; additionally, the value system
embodied in society cannot be excluded. When human society develops,
ethics and morality emerge. Human beings at the stage of manifestation of
ethics and morality have characteristics that make them manifest, and these
characteristics are as important as the genes that affect human mental and
physical conditions. On the other hand, in this regard, as an ethical medical
theory on the close union of mind and body, SCM is fundamentally different
from Western medicine.30
In terms of ethical medical theory of the close bonds of mind and body,
SCM has not yet lost some of the insights lost by Western medicine.31

In short, while traditional oriental medicine was mainly established
under the influence of Taoism, SCM has a theoretical basis in Confucianism.
SCM is traditional oriental medicine wearing Confucian clothing.
SCM is a methodology that developed from the process of mental
cultivation, but it is not simply a medicine intended to cure disease.
Therefore, SCM has very different origins and contents from the syndrome
medicine of Huangdi neijing. This is what confirms SCM as Dr. Yi Je-ma’s
unique features of medicine.
Thus, Sasang philosophy, which is the philosophical background of
medicine, is composed of Neo-Confucian thought or original Confucian
content. In other words, SCM was derived from traditional oriental medicine,
and Sasang philosophy was derived from Neo-Confucian thought (original
Confucian content). Therefore, it is a natural consequence that SCM and the
existing oriental medicine are different and that Sasang philosophy and
Neo-Confucian thought are different from each other.

30
31

Lee, Taeyangin, soyangin, taeeumin, soeumin, 10.
Lee, Taeyangin, soyangin, taeeumin, soeumin, 10.
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Yin-Yang Specialists, Huang-Lao
Taoism (A)

Medicine (D)

TCM (B)

Original Confucianism and
Neo-Confucianism (C)

Medicine (D′)

SCM (B′)

Sasang Philosophy (C′)

When Dr. Yi Je-ma’s Sasang constitution is associated with medicine,
it is called Sasang constitutional medicine (= B′), and when constitutionalism
is connected with philosophy, it is called Sasang philosophy (= C′).
As mentioned above, traditional oriental medicine consists of the
constituent elements of A (Taoism) and B (medicine). On the other hand,
SCM consists of the elements of B (medicine) and C (Confucianism).
If you want to compare the two, or if you want to find the
differences in content, the B in SCM should be explained as the B of
existing oriental medicine.
In other words, it is difficult to compare the B of traditional oriental
medicine with the C of SCM, so the gap between them becomes larger.
In addition, the comparison between the A in traditional oriental medicine
and the C in SCM is unfair. Thus, we naturally conclude that both are
essentially different.
However, if there is some difference between the B in traditional
oriental medicine and the B in SCM, it should be possible to reveal how
much the difference is, or the contents of the difference. Of course, it is
possible to mention A or C together when discussing B, under the necessity
of examining the theoretical or ideological change process. Comparisons of
A, B, and C should not be neglected.
However, if you talk about the B in SCM and talk about A or C
without talking about the B of existing oriental medicine, you will reach
the wrong conclusion.
In short, it is difficult to compare the medical contents (B) of SCM
with those of previous Confucianism (or original Confucianism, C), rather
than comparing it with existing oriental medicine (B).
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Likewise, the comparative object of Sasang philosophy (C′) is not
oriental medicine (B) but previous Confucianism (original Confucianism, C).
By the same logic, the comparative subject of SCM (B′) is not previous
Confucianism (C) but oriental medicine (B).
Nevertheless, what would happen if we compared Sasang philosophy
with traditional oriental medicine? Also, what would happen if we compared
SCM with Confucianism? It is easy to come to the conclusion that the gap
would become bigger and that SCM is “intrinsically” different from existing
oriental medicine (or Neo-Confucian thought).
However, in most previous research papers, not only comparisons of
B and B' but also of B and C', A and C', and C' and B' are mentioned.
Also, based on this, the difference between SCM (Sasang philosophy) and
previous Neo-Confucianism or traditional oriental medicine is derived. So,
the gap will surely get bigger.
SCM is known to us as a new form of medical thought that is different
from traditional oriental medicine. However, oriental medical science often
classifies SCM as medical thought that belongs to the category of oriental
medicine. Because of this classification, SCM is seen as a branch of oriental
medicine, but its content also fits in the category of oriental medicine,
although that does not mean that this classification is equivalent to the
theory of two medical ideas. This is because the same category does not
include the identity of theory. I believe that both medical ideas have
fundamentally different philosophical backgrounds.32

However, it is difficult to find an anti-Neo-Confucian metaphysical
inclination in Dr. Yi’s work. He does not directly rail against Neo-Confucian
metaphysics anywhere in his book. In other words, the fundamental view li-qi
理氣 (dualistic position of Zhu Xi) theory is not very different from Zhu Xi.
Although he did not have an active interest in li-qi theory, he tended to follow
the principle of learning of Master Zhu, to the extent of suggesting that the
concept of haoran zhi li 浩然之理 (magnanimous li)33 corresponds to haoran
zhi qi 浩然之氣 (magnanimous qi), but Dr. Yi Je-ma’s philosophical
backgrounds is often misleading as he use new concepts that are different
32
33

Choi, Yi Je-ma-ui cheolhak, 15-16.
This term is used by Dr. Lee in a creative way. In addition, he creates and uses some
new terms—sasangin 四象人 (four kinds of constitutional man), jangni 臟理 (principle of
the internal organs), jangbu seongni 臟腑性理 (human nature and natural laws of the internal
organs), etc. However, these terms was made as necessary in the process of linking
Confucianism and Medicine, not entirely new.
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from the existing Neo-Confucian metaphysics while attempting to combine
the foundations of Confucianism and medical science. Fundamentally, he only
developed ideas under the influence of the classics. Therefore, the argument
that Dr. Yi created an original thought system solely by emphasizing the
uniqueness of his ideology is hardly convincing.34
Scholars are divided on whether or not Yi Je-ma accepted the
wuxinglun 五行論 (Five Elements theory), which is the basis of oriental
medical theory. There are three main views on Yi’s stance on the wuxinglun
First, there is the opinion that Yi denied the wuxinglun. Some think that
Yi did not take the theory seriously because it is not present in the Dongui
susebowon or Gyeokchigo. The second view is that the existing wuxinglun
system can be applied to Yi’s theory. The third view is that it is possible
to understand Yi’s theory using a new wuxinglun, but not the existing one.
Han Dong-seok’s 韓東錫 (1911-1968) Dongui susebowon juseok 東醫壽世保
元註釋 (Dongui susebowon with Annotation) is the representative case.35
As is well known, the theory of oriental medicine is based on the wuyun
五運 (doctrine of the Five Circulatory Phases) and the liuqi 六氣 (Six
Seasonal Influences) based on the yin-yang and wuxinglun. It is all based
on the wuxinglun that separates the viscera into wuzang 五臟 (five viscera:
heart, liver, spleen, lungs, and kidneys) and liufu 六腑 (six entrails, the six
viscera [bowels]), and explains their interrelationships as xiangsheng 相生
(five elements producing one another) and xiangke 相剋 (five elements
destroying one another).
Consequently, previous research into SCM has been largely based on the
yin and yang wuxinglun. However, based on the fact that no mention of the
wuxinglun can be found in SCM, it is argued that SCM is a new type of
medicine with different philosophical grounds; it has broadened its horizons
by overcoming the wuxinglun and establishing its own medical theory.36 This
argument exists because D and D′ are considered different. Researchers who
consider that there has been a fundamental change in traditional medicine due
to the influence of C understand that D and D′ are different. Of course, Yi
Je-ma’s SCM started on the basis of Confucianism, but it is far removed from
the traditional approach to Confucianism in its contents.37

34
35
36
37

Heo, Dongmu Yi Je-ma-ui cheolhak sasang, 111.
Heo, Dongmu Yi Je-ma-ui cheolhak sasang, 153-154.
Choi, Yi Je-ma-ui cheolhak, 16-17.
Choi, Yi Je-ma-ui cheolhak, 36.
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However, it should be noted that when it comes to the wuxinglun, the
views of A and C were no different from each other from the beginning.
Generally, it is said that SCM was formed based on the study of
Confucianism and TCM, which were formed mainly under the influence of
Taoism. So, what is the difference between Taoism and Confucianism? There
are many differences, but previous researchers focused on the wuxinglun.
In this case, we should ask: “Does Confucianism deny the wuxinglun?”
Let us assume that it is possible and reasonable to argue that “the SCM
founded on studying Confucianism denies the wuxinglun because Confucianism
denies the wuxinglun.” However, the Neo-Confucianism of Zhu Xi says that
“The harmony of the five phases of change and the beginning and ending of
all things are subject to dominance in yin and yang.”
One should consider that “the five phases of change were created from
yin-yang in a constant order.” Further, in Yixue qimeng 易學啓蒙 (Instruction
for Beginners on the Study of the Changes), “fifty-five” is the number of
the Hetu 河圖 (Chart of the Yellow River), and all of them are the will
of Kongzi and are the doctrine of Confucianism. Therefore, as far as the
Five Elements theory is concerned, it is unreasonable to compare
Confucianism with oriental medicine, which accepts the wuxinglun.
Although there may be some disagreement as to whether or not Yi
Je-ma accepted the wuxinglun which is the basis of oriental medicine, it is
clear that he developed his arguments based on the yin-yang theory. This
is in contrast to the views of some scholars of the realist school of
Confucianism, who deny the yin-yang theory and the wuxinglun.38 As
mentioned above, “the five phases of change were created from yin-yang.”

5. Conclusion
Dongmu 東武 Yi Je-ma has been called the last Confucian scholar of the
Joseon dynasty. At the end of the nineteenth century, he created SCM, a
new and unique constitutional medicine. Taking a wider view, it seems
reasonable to say that his theory, which emphasizes practical morality, could
be considered as a new attempt at Zhu Xi philosophy. He identified four
Sasang constitutions: taeyangin, taeeumin, soyangin, and soeumin.

38

Heo, Dongmu Yi Je-ma-ui cheolhak sasang, 147.
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His cultivation has, in actuality, accomplished the goal of good health
but, in the end, the true goal is to become a sage.39 In other words, it can
be said that the goal is to acquire the traditional Confucian spirit according
to the reinterpretation of Sishu 四書 (Four Books) and Sanjing 三經 (Three
Classics). It can also be understood that he drew not only on Mengzi, but
also on the Zhongyong and the Daxue.
He presented the treatment principles of SCM. He said that an
unwavering mind is characteristic of a virtuous person; the unwavering mind
is the starting point. Specifically, this entails balancing and living in harmony
with the environment. This is the middle path known as the Golden Mean;
it is like understanding the true nature of people (knowing others).
As previously mentioned, his treatment principles originated from the
spirit of “regulation based on the Golden Mean” of Confucianism. In this
way, Sasang constitutional theory has as its background the Confucianism
that had been set forth in Korea. The social situation of the time greatly
influenced its formation.
During Dr. Yi’s time, there was much social abuse of the
Neo-Confucian philosophies and he strongly felt that it was his mission to
transcend this and create a new thought and philosophy. SCM and the Sasang
philosophy were the results of this mission. SCM is based on the theory
of the sawon gujo 四元構造 (Four Principles) and, rather than being tied
to Taoism, it has an intimate relationship with Confucianism. The concepts
of SCM are not borrowed from the Inner Classic, but rather are derived from
the sa, sim, sin, and mul theory of Confucianism.
SCM differs from TCM in its creation. While searching for self-cultivation
methods that adhered to Confucian principles, Yi Je-ma realized that the
spiritual characteristics of individuals were different. In short, TCM came from
the perspective of syndromes, but Sasang constitutional theory is a new theory
based on humans themselves; TCM was mainly established under the influence
of Taoism, whereas SCM based its rationale on Confucianism.
In other words, Sasang philosophy consists of either Neo-Confucianism
or original Confucianism. Specifically, SCM was derived from traditional
oriental medicine, and Sasang philosophy was derived from Confucianism
(Neo-Confucianism).
Therefore, if you want to compare the two, SCM should be compared with
existing Chinese medicine. Likewise, Sasang philosophy deserves to be compared
39
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to Confucianism. However, SCM researchers have historically compared Sasang
philosophy with TCM or studied SCM in the context of Confucianism.
Thus, it has been concluded that the gap between comparators is great,
and that SCM is fundamentally different from TCM. This paper focused on
the study of SCM, correcting errors caused by the specificity of the
philosophical background of SCM and revealing the advantages of SCM
compared to conventional medicine.
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李濟馬四象體質論新的詮釋
許 勛

中文摘要
四象醫學在漢醫學史上具有獨特的特徵 。傳統的漢醫學主要在道教的影響下成
立，而四象醫學的思想基礎是儒家思想和性理學。四象醫學是傳統漢醫學換上儒學的衣
服而來的。因此，作爲四象醫學哲學背景的四象哲學由性理學或原始儒學的內容構成。
換句話說，四象醫學是從現有的漢醫學中誕生的，四象哲學是從性理學(原始留學)中誕
生的。因此，四象醫學和現有漢醫學，四象哲學和性理學各有不同, 在理論, 內容上具有
隔閡是必然的。
如果說現有的漢醫學由A(道教)和B(醫學)構成(內容)要素構成，那麼四象醫學
則由B(醫學)和C(儒學)要素構成。而且如果你想比較兩者，或者如果你想要尋找內容
上的不同點，四象醫學的B應該用現有漢醫學的B進行說明。
也就是說，現有漢醫學的B和四象醫學的C很難進行比較。那麼，兩者之間的差距
會更大。另外，現有漢醫學的A和四象醫學的C的比較不合理。這樣，自然得出了兩者在
本質上就完全不同的結論。當然，在研究理論或思想變化過程的情況下，討論B，可以同
時提及A或C。但是在說四象醫學的B時，不說現有漢醫學的B，而只說A或C，就會得出
錯誤的結論。
但是，現有的四象醫學研究者們將四象哲學與現有的漢醫學進行比較，或者將四
象醫學與儒學(性理學)進行比較。因此，比較對象之間的隔閡越來越大，人們得出的結
論是，四象醫學與現有的漢醫學(或性理學)“本質不同”。本論文主要着眼於糾正四象醫
學研究中，由于四象醫學哲學背景的特殊性而產生的誤區，與現有醫學相比，揭示四象
醫學所具有的優點。
關鍵詞：李濟馬，四象體質醫學，四象哲學，漢醫學，新儒學

